Peek #1: Enrollment Request Screen

This Peek provides information for people who will be enrolling students.

*Future Peeks will show other enrollment screens that can be used, as well as screens that students will use.*

We’ll not be using WebDSIS to enroll students for fall 2008 classes. Here is a shot of one enrollment screen that might be used during the enrollment process:

"Class Nbr" is equivalent to the CRN number in WebDSIS and ISIS.

Once a class number has been entered or looked up, the request must be submitted.

"Operator Enrollment Access" has to do with the security level assigned to the person doing the enrollment.

For more information about the Enrollment Request screen, check the UPK Player for Campus Solutions, linked on the MaineStreet portal. New topics are always being added, so if you don’t see what you need, check back often.